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II. BACKGROUND

Abstract— We have worked on an epidemic dissemination
protocol to maintain soft-state in a decentralized, peer-to-peer
fashion, in ad hoc networks. This protocol is an enhancement
of Passive Distributed Indexing (PDI) method proposed by
Lindemann and Waldhorst. We have enhanced PDI in order
to reduce the number of broadcast messages when the search
for an item may span several hops. Three enhancements are
proposed: (i) Lazy query propagation to delay the propagation of
query messages such that local responses can inhibit unnecessary
search. (ii) Quench waves to stop an already initiated query
propagation when still possible. Decision rules based solely on
local information determine whether to start a quench wave or
not. (iii) The use of Multi-Point Relay (MPR) or similar protocol
and algorithm, to reduce redundant broadcast messages.

A. Passive Distributed Indexing (PDI)
Passive Distributed Indexing (PDI) [1], [2] is a generalpurpose distributed lookup method for < key, value > pairs.
The PDI concept was introduced in [1], which also describes
the mechanisms for multi-hop query propagation, response,
and caching of query results. PDI is enhanced in [2] with epidemic dissemination and invalidation techniques for keeping
the cache entries coherent.
PDI is designed for mobile networks. It can benefit from
node mobility and underlying broadcast mechanisms available
for mobile networks for the dissemination of information to
peer-to-peer nodes. Each node holds an index cache which is a
list of < key, value > pairs. A query is a message from a node
that wishes to obtain the value for a given key. Queries are
sent in broadcast to all one-hop neighbours of the querying
nodes. Responses are also sent in broadcast to all one-hop
neighbours of the responding node. This implies that even if a
node is not looking for a particular answer to a query, it listens
to on-going responses and updates its internal index cache with
the observed < key, value > pair. Moreover, nodes moving
to other regions in the network carry their values in their
local cache and broadcast query responses in the new zone.
In this way, popular entries will be disseminated to several
nodes. This mechanism is called “epidemic dissemination”
because it works like an infectious disease: “infected” nodes
“contaminate” other nodes with information they have in
their local caches. PDI also supports query propagation over
multiple hops. The maximum number of hops, or query TTL
(time-to-live), is specified by the inquiring node. Responses
may also be forwarded over multiple hops.
ORION (Optimized Routing Independent Overlay Network)
[3] is another approach to peer-to-peer networking in which
a response message navigates through the reverse path taken
by the corresponding query message. ORION also provides a
method to filter responses along the reverse path, in order to
remove redundant responses.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) and ad hoc networks have many points
in common: both represent a decentralized self-organizing
network structure. However few existing P2P algorithms are
specifically designed to operate efficiently over ad hoc networks. And few ad hoc networks are designed to benefit from
P2P infrastructures.
We have worked on an epidemic dissemination protocol to
maintain soft-state in a decentralized, peer-to-peer fashion, in
ad hoc networks. This protocol is an enhancement of Passive
Distributed Indexing (PDI) method proposed by Lindemann
and Waldhorst [1], [2]. PDI is a method for distributing
information in a P2P structure which is particularly suited to
ad hoc networks, and does not involve an overlay topology.
It makes use of broadcast messages to spread information via
passive epidemic dissemination.
We have enhanced PDI in order to reduce the number of
broadcast messages when the search for an item may span
several hops. Three enhancements are proposed:
• Lazy query propagation to delay the propagation of
query messages such that local responses can inhibit
unnecessary search.
• Quench waves to stop an already initiated query propagation when still possible. Decision rules based solely
on local information determine whether to start a quench
wave or not.
• The use of Multi-Point Relay (MPR) or similar protocol
and algorithm, to reduce redundant broadcast messages.
In this paper we present the current state of this research,
open aspects and future directions.

B. Multi-Point Relaying (MPR)
Multi-Point Relaying (MPR) [4], [5] is a technique to
decrease the number of broadcast message copies generated
in a mobile network, while at the same time ensuring that
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all nodes in the network will receive at least one copy of
the broadcast message. It consists in identifying redundant
nodes in the broadcast distribution graph and preventing those
nodes from relaying broadcast messages, thereby reducing the
number of redundant transmissions. The authors have proved
that the computation of the minimum MPR set is an NPcomplete problem and propose a simple and efficient heuristic
to compute an MPR set that in practice is close enough to the
minimum.

redundant messages when OLSR or other protocols or services
that make use of MPR are also running in the same network.
Here we fall into a typical service composition problem.
B. Lazy Query Propagation
In the original PDI method, queries are propagated over
the number of hops determined by the inquiring node in
the form of a ttlquery field in the query message. ttlquery
determines the maximum number of hops a given query may
traverse. After traversing ttlquery hops the query message is
discarded. In order to reduce unnecessary query propagation,
query messages are propagated in a “lazy” way. This is called
the Lazy Query Propagation mechanism. It works as follows:
A node that receives a query (and is allowed to propagate
it according to the MPR criterion) and has no answer for it
in its local PDI entry cache, waits for a period dwquery in
which it listens for possible responses to the query. If within
the period dwquery the node overhears a response to the query,
it caches the response (epidemic dissemination) and takes no
further action concerning the query. If, on the other hand, the
node does not hear any response to the query within dwquery ,
after the interval dwquery has passed, the node re-broadcasts
the query to its immediate neighbours. In this way, only the
queries for which no response is available in the vicinity are
propagated to other regions of the network.

III. A DDITIONAL ENHANCEMENTS TO PDI
PDI has advantages and shortcomings. The advantages
are that it is simple, requires no routing protocols, requires
no network overlays, is robust to network partitioning and
failures, and exploits locality: information spreads where it
is more popular, i.e. where there is more demand for it. The
shortcomings are the redundant propagation of queries and
replies, the dependence upon node movement for epidemic
dissemination, and the reliance upon query locality or large
query TTL for successful information retrieval.
We would like to improve PDI in order to reduce the number
of redundant messages, and to decrease the dependence upon
node movement and query locality. As initial steps, we have
devised three improvements to PDI aimed at decreasing the
number of broadcast messages:
• The use of existing MPR protocol and algorithm: when
a node M receives a query from neighbour node N, node
M is only allowed to propagate the query to other nodes
if node M is node N’s MPR.
• Lazy query propagation: delay/listen before broadcast
relaying – a node that receives a query starts a timer and
listens to the responses of others: if the node overhears
a response for the queried item within the timer period,
then the node does not propagate the query further.
• Quench wave generation: after querying node receives
response, a decision algorithm determines whether it
should start a quench wave. The quench wave propagates
as quickly as possible and seeks to stop on-going query
broadcasts.
We now describe each of these enhancements in more detail.

C. Quench Wave
After an inquiring node receives a reply to its query, the
query and response messages that might still be in transit are
useless. A lot of useless traffic can thus be avoided if we
are able to stop the query and response propagation flows in
time. If the node receives a reply sufficiently early, it is still
possible to attempt to stop these messages from propagating
further. If the inquiring node decides that it is still time to stop
the messages, it broadcasts a Quench Message. In contrast to
the Query Message, the Quench Message is not delayed at
the relay nodes. It is propagated as quick as possible in order
to stop as many Query and Response Propagation as possible.
We call the resulting multi-hop broadcast of Quench Messages
a Quench Wave. Upon reception of a Quench Message, a node
cancels any corresponding delayed query propagation.
Issuing Quench Messages at a too late stage can contribute
to flood the network and cause further congestion, while at the
same time being ineffective in stopping already propagated
messages. The usefulness of a Quench Wave is therefore
limited to a short period of time.
A decision rule must be established in order to issue the
Quench Wave only when there is a very high chance that it
will decrease the total number of broadcast messages. In the
following section we describe our analysis to determine such
decision rule based solely on local information available to the
inquiring node.

A. Use of MPR within PDI
The most obvious enhancement to PDI is to use an algorithm to minimize the number of redundant broadcasts. One of
the most popular algorithms in this category is MPR, briefly
described in Section II-B.
There are several ways to exchange messages in order to
obtain the neighbour information necessary to calculate the
MPR set. Within the OLSR protocol [6], [7] the MPR set
is built when exchanging HELLO messages, which contain
neighbour information also used for routing purposes. This
protocol could be used, but other protocols are also possible,
for example a dedicated one to determine MPR information without being coupled to OLSR. Moreover, the MPR
algorithm and protocol could also be integrated within the
Enhanced PDI implementation. However this could introduce

IV. T HEORETICAL ANALYSIS
We now show how the inquiring node decides whether to
issue a Quench wave or not, after receiving a response to its
2
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query. We start with a simple case where there is no packet
loss, and then extend the calculations to obtain a more realistic
decision rule that also takes packet loss into account.

node density on a bi-dimensional area, we first calculate the
number of messages for the ideal case where no packet loss
occurs.
When no quench wave is generated, query messages propagate until their TTL expires. Therefore, the total number of
messages when no quench wave is generated is proportional
to the area of a circle delimited by the maximum query TTL
qmax :

A. Definitions
Let dr be the elapsed time from the moment the inquiring
node issues a query message to the moment it receives a
corresponding response message. Let dt be the average time
a message takes to go from one hop to the other. Given an
arbitrary node N0 and one of its one-hop neighbours N1 , dt
from N0 to N1 includes the queuing delay at the outgoing
interface of N0 towards N1 , plus the link propagation delay
from N0 to N1 , plus any processing delay at N1 . Recall from
Section III-B that dwquery (from now on we call it dw for
short) is the delay that a relay node waits before considering
the possibility of further propagating a query message.

2
mn = 1 · c · πqmax

where c is a constant that depends on the node density.
When a quench wave is generated, the total number of
messages corresponds to the number of query messages plus
the number of quench messages. Since both waves meet at
hmax , and assuming successful quench (i.e. no “leaks” as
it will be explained later in this document) the number of
quench messages is roughly the same as the number of query
messages, and both are proportional to the area of the circle of
radius hmax . Therefore, the total number of messages when a
quench is generated can be expressed as:

B. Decision rule in the absence of packet loss
The quench wave is able to stop the query wave when the
former meets the outermost border of the latter. The query
wave is slower to propagate than the quench wave, due to the
waiting time dw . On the other hand the quench wave cannot
start earlier than dt after the query wave. Using dr , dt , and
dw it is possible to obtain the value h, which is the distance
in hops from the inquiring node to the zone where the two
waves meet. This can be calculated as follows:
t = dr + dt · h = (dw + dt ) · h ⇒ h =

dr
dw

(2)

mq = 2 · c · πh2max

(3)

The ratio between mq and mn can then be easily calculated,
as follows:
2 · h2max
mq
(4)
=
2
mn
qmax

(1)

An improvement occurs when the quench wave results in
less messages than the case without quench:

Where t is the time necessary for the two waves to meet.
Therefore it suffices to know dr and dw in order to calculate
h (dt is not necessary). The value of dr can be easily measured
at the inquiring node by reading the current time at the moment
the query is sent, and then reading it again when the response
is received: dr is simply the interval between query and
response. As for dw , it can be a parameter of the protocol,
with a well-known value. Relay nodes could use dw as the
waiting delay, or a random delay with average dw (in order
to avoid synchronization of query propagation messages and
consequent risk of congestion).
The decision consists in setting a threshold beyond which
it is considered harmful to send quench messages. Let hmax
be this threshold. Then the decision algorithm is expressed by
a very simple rule, as follows:

mq < mn ⇒

mq
<1⇒
mn

2 · h2max
<1⇒
2
qmax
1
hmax < √ · qmax
2

(5)
(6)
(7)

Therefore in the ideal situation (no packet loss) we can
set hmax to approximately 70% of the maximum query TTL
qmax . The latter is assumed as given, as a parameter of the
protocol.
C. Decision rule under packet loss
Since packet losses are common in wireless networks, the
ideal situation is not likely to occur under realistic conditions.
When loss of quench messages occur on the outermost border
of the meeting point between quench and query waves, this is
observed as a leak of the Query Wave, which means that the
query wave cannot be stopped at that point and still go further
while the quench wave has subsided.
We now analyze the impact of packet losses on the usefulness of the quench mechanism. We define a leak as a
query message that is not successfully quenched, and therefore
continues to propagate until its TTL expires.
Figure 1 shows explanatory drawings for the leak problem,
on which leaks occur at the black dots. Figure 1 (a) shows

If h < hmax then issue quench else do nothing.
The question now is how to estimate the optimum hmax in
order to ensure that there is a benefit from sending a quench
wave when compared to not sending it. The benefit exists when
the quench wave results in reduction of the total number of
broadcast messages corresponding to the query (query plus
quench messages).
An estimation of the potential number of query and quench
messages depends on the query TTL, number of nodes, position and distribution of nodes, and so on. Assuming uniform
3
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h

qmax

qmax-h

Fig. 2. Ratio of messages with quench over that without quench (mq/mn
on the y axis), for k equidistant leaking points. The x axis is the ratio
hmax /qmax . Improvement (reduction of broadcast) occurs when mq/mn <
1, i.e. on the lower half the graph.

(a) Leaking point k=1

formula is written as:
h

mq = [the number of query] + [the number of quench] (8)
Hereat, the number of query messages is proportional to
the area on the figure 1 which is surrounded by the outermost
line of the circle of the leak wave and the query wave. The
number of quench messages is always proportional to the area
of the inner circle with radius hmax . The approximate number
of the messages can be estimated by the geometric calculation
of the areas. This geometric calculations are divided into two
main branches. One is the case that there is no duplication of
leak wave as can be seen in Figure 1 (a). Another is when
there are overlaps of plural quench waves like Figure 1 (b).
Accordingly, there are two formula divided by the criteria of
the ratio r = hmax /qmax , which corresponds to whether leaks
overlap or not, and the formula can be transformed with the
ratio r and k > 0 as the number of leaking points into:

qmax

qmax-h

(b) Leaking point k=5
Fig. 1. Two examples of query wave leaking: (a) A single leaking point; (b)
Five approximately equidistant leaking points.

the case of one leak, and Figure 1 (b) shows the case of five
leaks approximately equidistant from one another. As it can
be seen from (b), if the number of leaks is fixed, the worst
case is the leaks with equidistance among them. Because of
the leak the query wave cannot be quenched, and consequently
the query goes further until the TTL, qmax . The extra number
of broadcast messages which is brought about by the leak can
be estimated as the area covered by a part of the circle with
the radius qmax − hmax .
We have calculated the ratio of total number of messages
with quench over the total without quench (mq/mn), for k
equidistant leaking points, and still assuming uniform distribution of nodes over a 2-D surface. The calculation uses
simple geometric concepts to estimate the areas flooded from
the leaking points until the query TTL expires.
We now estimate the approximate total number of messages.
First of all, the total number of messages without quench is
the same as in the previous case, defined by Equation (2).
As for the total number of messages with quench, the

1
if r ≤
1 + 2 sin( πk )
©
ª
2
mq = (π − A)(1 − r)2 + kr(1 − r) sin A · c · qmax
+ c · πr2
½
¾
r sin( πk )
π
here, A = π − − arcsin
k
(1 − r)
if r ≥

1
1 + 2 sin( πk )
©
mq = k(π − A)(1 − r)2 + kr(1 − r) sin A
ª
2
+ (2kA + π − kπ)r2 · c · qmax
+ c · πr2
½
¾
1−r
here, A = arccos
2r

Figure 2 shows the result for up to five equidistant leaking
points. In this figure, the x-axis shows the ratio of h/qmax and
the y-axis is the ratio of the number of broadcast messages
4
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with and without quench wave (mq/mn). The quench wave
leads to improvement (decrease in the number of broadcast
messages) when mq/mn < 1, corresponding to the lower half
of the graph.
Seeing the curve of k = 0 which means there is no leak,
if the response is obtained from the vicinity of the inquiring
node, that is h ∼ 0, the messages can be suppressed to almost
zero. If the response is obtained from near the border of qmax ,
that means h ∼ qmax the number of messages is twice that of
the case without quench, because both query wave and quench
wave are disseminated up to qmax hops.
Seeing the curves of k ≥ 1, when we have some leaks, if the
response is obtained from the vicinity of the inquiring node,
the query wave is disseminated almost qmax hops, because
the query leaks at some points. Consequently, the ratio of
messages becomes close to 1. If the response is obtained from
near the border of qmax , the number of messages doubles with
respect to the case without quench, as in the case of k = 0.
For up to 3 leaking points there is still some gain from the
quench mechanism. For more than 3 leaking points the curves
remain mostly on the upper side (mq/mn > 1) therefore there
is no benefit from the quench mechanism.
These results clearly show that in order to get the benefit
from the Lazy Query Propagation and Quench Wave,

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, three enhancements are proposed to improve
the performance of Passive Distributed Indexing method in
terms of the number of messages disseminated in the ad
hoc network, which are the use of MPR within PDI, Lazy
Query Propagation and Quench Wave. As for Lazy Query
Propagation and Quench Wave, we performed a theoretical
analysis to devise local decision strategies to determine the
optimal parameters. The current results point to the necessity
of decreasing the quench message loss and the optimization
of the threshold whether quench wave should be activated.
We are currently refining the epidemic dissemination mechanism, and implementing it both on a simulated environment
and in a wireless ad hoc network testbed. More analysis is
needed to fully understand the locality effects of such epidemic
protocol with soft-state parameters. We are investigating ways
to apply epidemic modelling from biology for this analysis. We
would like to study combined techniques to improve protocol
efficiency, such as hybrid gossip and passive dissemination
methods, or hybrid use of distributed hash tables (DHT) with
epidemic dissemination. Another issue that deserves more
attention is the aggregation of queries and responses in order
to reduce network load, as in ORION. It is also important to
enhance the protocol with security features to prevent denial of
service and other attacks based on fake response and quench
messages.

1) The number of leaking point must be suppressed below
3. Since the primary reason of the leaking can be
considered as the collision of the quench packet, the
probability of collision should be decreased e.g. by
introducing the random wait time for quench message
retransmission.
2) If k = 3, the optimized value of hmax should be
lowered to ∼ 0.6. Since the optimized value depends
on the probable number of leaks, and the number of
leaks depends on the network parameters, such as node
density, the optimization for the network properties is
needed.
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This result helps to refine the decision mechanism of when
to issue the quench wave, based on some estimation on the
loss probability of the wireless links.
In order to check the validity of Lazy Query Propagation
and Quench Wave, we have also started a simulation study
over Network Simulator 2 (NS2). Our preliminary results
reveal that indeed leaking can have a severe impact on the
effectiveness of the Quench Wave. When the Quench Wave
is generated, as stated before, the Quench Messages are
propagated as quickly as possible. This means that if care is
not taken the probability of packet collision may be relatively
high, and this may lead to loss of Quench Messages. In order
to solve this problem, an implementation of the mechanism
must be careful to randomize the transmission of Quench Messages over an interval that must be negligible when compared
to the delay of Lazy Query Propagation, and at the same
time sufficient to decrease the probability Quench Message
collisions. The theoretical and/or experimental adjustment of
this interval is left for future study.
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